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School of Social Work
Silver Jubilee
1964-1989

The School of Social Work, an associate college of the University of Zimbabwe, will be celebrating its silver jubilee this year. The School of Social Work was founded by the Jesuit Fathers in 1964 as a result of investigations by Fr Ted Rogers on the need for social work training in the country. Fr Rogers played a key role as the School's first Principal.

The School of Social Work started by offering a one year course leading to the award of a Certificate in Groupwork, until 1966 when the Certificate course was abandoned in favour of a three-year Diploma in Social Work course. The need to train higher level manpower became apparent, and culminated in the introduction of a Bachelor of Social Work degree offered jointly by the School of Social Work and the then University of Rhodesia in 1975. The full range of programmes now on offer include the Certificate in Social Work, the Diploma in Social Work, the Bachelor of Social Work (General), the Bachelor of Social Work (Honours) and the Master of Social Work.

Because of its wide ranging programmes the School of Social Work is now serving as a regional social work training institution with students coming from such countries as Ethiopia, Lesotho, Malawi, South Africa, Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania and Swaziland. It is therefore with great pride that we look back at the achievements of the School since its humble beginnings in 1964, achievements made possible by the support of the Jesuit Fathers, the University of Zimbabwe, the Government of Zimbabwe, the resourcefulness of the School’s past Principals, Frs Ted Rogers and Joe Hampson, and the dedication of staff and students past and present. The achievements were also made possible with financial assistance from such organisations as the Beit Trust, the Sisters of Charity of Rome, Cebemo of Holland, Misereor of West Germany, the Konrad Adenauer Foundation of West Germany, the Harare City Council, and many other organisations.

As we celebrate our first 25 years of dedicated service in the field of social work training in Zimbabwe, we take cognisance of the challenge to provide a relevant social work education, and thus enable the School and the social work profession to play a meaningful role in the socioeconomic advancement of our people. Our silver jubilee is not merely a joyous occasion but an occasion to reflect on the relevance of our curricula and the appropriateness of our programme, and so chart a new direction and orientation. The launching of the Journal of Social Development in Africa, and the establishment of the Research Unit, present our resolve to promote social development issues and to contribute towards the formulation of appropriate social policies.

Please join us in commemorating the School of Social Work's first 25 years of existence.

Edwin Kaseke
Principal
New titles for 1989
from Hans Zell Publishers

Black African Literature in English, 1982-1986
By Bernt Lindfors
This is a continuation of Lindfors’s two earlier bibliographies and lists all the important works produced on anglophone black African literature between 1982 and 1986. It contains almost 6,000 entries and is extensively indexed.
472pp. April 1989 £48.00/$85.00 casebound

4th revised edition
By Hans M. Zell
A new edition of this authoritative and versatile reference resource on the African book world and print media, arranged in 52 information-packed country-by-country sections.
336pp. April 1989 £75.00/$135.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-50-7

Ethnic Conflict and Human Rights in Sri Lanka: An Annotated Bibliography
By Kumar Rupesinghe & Berth Verstappen
A fully annotated bibliography of over 5,000 entries, capturing and recording documents emanating from the violent conflict in Sri Lanka.
559pp. April 1989 £48.00/$85.00 casebound

Guide to Non-Federal Archives and Manuscripts in the United States Relating to Africa
By Aloha P. South
Published for the National Archives, Washington DC, this two-volume guide describes textual and non-textual materials relating to the African continent and offshore islands, located in public and private manuscripts and archival depositories in the United States.
ca. 1300pp. 2 vols. May 1989 ca. £140.00/$250.00 casebound (set 2 vols.)
ISBN 0-905450-35-0

Hans Zell Publishers, an imprint of the K.G. Saur division of Butterworths

Ayi Kwei Armah’s Africa: The Sources of his Fiction
By Derek Wright
A major new full-length study of Ayi Kwei Armah which carries criticism of this Ghanaian writer to new depths and new dimensions, rising to the challenges that Armah’s work presents to interpreters of African fiction.
352pp. May 1989 £36.00/$60.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-95-7
(New Perspectives on African Literature, no. 1)

Forced Labour and Migration: Patterns of Movement within Africa
Edited by Abebe Zegeye
Wide-ranging in its examination of forced labour and labour migration in Africa during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this collection of papers covers many different areas of Africa.
ca. 300pp. June 1989 ca. £32.50/$56.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-31-1
(African Discourse: Contemporary Interpretations in Context; no. 1)

By Hans M. Zell
Identifies a very wide variety of sources of information on African Studies - major directories and reference tools, journals, libraries and documentation centres, publishers active in African Studies, booksellers and distributors, associations, international organizations, foundations and donor agencies, and more.
ca. 240pp. July 1989 ca. £27.00/$45.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-80-9
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